US WEST

PACKAGE 4 - 8 DAYS

LOS ANGELES DEPART

3/1/2020 - 2/28/2021

www.supervacation.ca

SUPER VACATION

7 Optional Splendid Tours For You To Choose From Enjoy The Most Out Of US East
**Established in 1786.**

Visit one of the oldest historical landmarks in Courthouse which was built in 1929. Then after afternoon, visit the Santa Barbara take a harbor cruise (optional). In the souvenir shops and seafood market, or leisurely stroll through the Harbor, visit Pacific coast to Santa Barbara. Enjoy a beautiful panoramic ocean view along the Pacific Surfliner (optional, USD$23) for the Oxnard California, then ride Amtrak’s

Leave Los Angeles in the morning to Oxnard California, then ride Amtrak’s Pacific Surfliner (optional, USD$23) for the beautiful panoramic ocean view along the Pacific coast to Santa Barbara. Enjoy a leisurely stroll through the Harbor, visit souvenir shops and sea food market, or take a harbor cruise (optional). In the afternoon, visit the Santa Barbara Courthouse which was built in 1929. Then visit one of the oldest historical landmarks in California - the Santa Barbara Mission, established in 1786.

**Super Vacation was founded in 1981. Offices spread across North America including Los Angeles, Las Vegas, Hawaii, Vancouver and more.**
Los Angeles - Las Vegas
Depart from Los Angeles, stop by the factory outlet on the way and proceed to Las Vegas, Nevada. 2 nights stay at hotel located centre of the Las Vegas Strip; Enjoy optional night tour or best seller famous Jubilee show.

Grand Canyon - Las Vegas
Moming proceed to one of the 7 wonders of the World - the Grand Canyon National Park. Beautiful canyons are just the beginning! Back to Las Vegas in the evening.

Las Vegas - Los Angeles
Depart from Las Vegas. Arrive in Los Angeles in the evening.

Las Vegas, West Grand Canyon (South Canyon)

Los Angeles - Las Vegas
Depart from Los Angeles, stop by the factory outlet on the way and proceed to Las Vegas, Nevada. 2 nights stay at hotel located centre of the Las Vegas Strip; Enjoy optional night tour or best seller famous Jubilee show.

Grand Canyon - Las Vegas
Moming proceed to one of the 7 wonders of the World - the Grand Canyon National Park. Beautiful canyons are just the beginning! Back to Las Vegas in the evening.

Las Vegas - Los Angeles
Depart from Las Vegas. Arrive in Los Angeles in the evening.

West Canyon admission already included: West Canyon Transfers, one breakfast and one dinner

P4A/W: (1) ~ (4)
(1) Home - Los Angeles
(2) Los Angeles - West Canyon* - Skywalk
(3) West Canyon - Las Vegas
(4) Las Vegas - Factory Outlet - Los Angeles
(5) Splendid Tour* (optional; choose 1)
(6) Splendid Tour* (optional; choose 1)
(7) Splendid Tour* (optional; choose 1)

P5A/W: (1) ~ (5)
(1) Home - Los Angeles
(2) Los Angeles - West Canyon* - Skywalk
(3) West Canyon - Las Vegas
(4) Las Vegas - Factory Outlet - Los Angeles
(5) Splendid Tour* (optional; choose 1)
(6) Splendid Tour* (optional; choose 1)
(7) Splendid Tour* (optional; choose 1)

P6A/W: (1) ~ (6)
(1) Home - Los Angeles
(2) Los Angeles - West Canyon* - Skywalk
(3) West Canyon - Las Vegas
(4) Las Vegas - Factory Outlet - Los Angeles
(5) Splendid Tour* (optional; choose 1)
(6) Splendid Tour* (optional; choose 1)
(7) Splendid Tour* (optional; choose 1)

P7A/W: (1) ~ (7)
(1) Home - Los Angeles
(2) Los Angeles - West Canyon* - Skywalk
(3) West Canyon - Las Vegas
(4) Las Vegas - Factory Outlet - Los Angeles
(5) Splendid Tour* (optional; choose 1)
(6) Splendid Tour* (optional; choose 1)
(7) Splendid Tour* (optional; choose 1)
San Francisco, Yosemite National Park

Los Angeles - Yosemite N.P. *

Leave Monterey Park and take the scenic route along miles of vineyards, orchards, and fertile farmland of California. Enter Yosemite National Park to view the waterfalls, El Capitan Rock and Tunnel View.

San Francisco City Tour

Visit the fabulous city of San Francisco. On arrival, tour the world famous Golden Gate Bridge, Fisherman’s Wharf, Lombard St, and Palace of Fine Art. Afternoon, further tour to Saint Mary Church, Twin Peaks, and San Francisco City Hall. Overnight in San Jose.

San Francisco - 17 Miles - Los Angeles

Head to the famous 17 Miles Drive, the highlight of any visit to this coastal region. Shopping spree at the popular Premium Outlet before arriving to Los Angeles.

(1) Home - Los Angeles
(2) Los Angeles - Yosemite N.P.*
(3) San Francisco City Tour
(4) San Francisco - 17 Miles - Los Angeles
(5) Splendid Tour* (optional; choose 1)
(6) Splendid Tour* (optional; choose 1)
(7) tours (optional choose 1)

P8A/S: [For Mon. & Thu. departure, can self dismiss at San Francisco] [For Wed. & Sun. departure, can self dismiss at San Francisco] [For Tue. & Sat. departure, can self dismiss at San Francisco]

P8A/W: [For Mon. departure, can self dismiss at Las Vegas] [For Tue. & Fri. departure, can self dismiss at Las Vegas] [For Fri. departure, can self dismiss at Las Vegas]

Remarks:

(1) 3rd/4th person share same room in 2 beds, infant under 24 months stay free with parents (no bus seat)

(2) CAD30 per Person for Public Holidays Surcharge: Memorial Day 5/25; Labour Day 9/7; Please contact us for surcharge date during Christmas to New Year period (12/18/2020 - 1/3/2021)

(3) West Canyon Hotel rooms are limited. If sold out situation occurs, substitution will be made at Las Vegas.


Hotel:

Los Angeles: Holiday Inn La Mirada/Holiday Inn Buena Park or similar
Las Vegas: Excalibur/The Quad or similar

West Grand Canyon: Hualapai Ranch
San Francisco: Crowne Plaza Silicon Valley/Best Western or similar

* L.A. upgrade hotel surcharge (per person, per night): CAD$50 (Twin, Triple, Quad) / $100 (Single)

* Guests self dismiss in SFO/LAS will agree to forfeit the last day’s tour itinerary

★ Tour Fare Includes:

- Tax, expert tour coordinator, accommodation and transportation as per itinerary

★ Tour Fare Excludes:

- (1) Air Ticket, meals and admission
- (2) 7 Splendid Tour (Optional)
- (3) Any personal based expenses, travel insurance and all costs of activities which are not mentioned in the itinerary
- (4) Driver and tour guide gratuities (USD 10.00/pax/day)

- One free transfer per room. Surcharge CAD140 & up applies for extra transfer request
- Airport pick up time (08:30 - 21:30); Surcharge CAD140 & up applies for other pick up time. Suggested return departure flight on after 20:30
- Airport transfers do not apply to guests needing to arrive early or leave later from LA. Extra transfer can be arranged at a surcharge rate of CAD140 & up

Travel Agency:

Super Vacation was founded in 1981. Offices spread across North America including Los Angeles, Las Vegas, Hawaii, Vancouver and more.